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Deadly, Unna? 1998-05-04

deadly unna he was always saying that all the nungas did but dumby more than any of them dumby

red and blacky don t have a lot in common dumby s the star of the footy team he s got a killer smile

and the knack with girls and he s a nunga blacky s a gutless wonder needs braces never knows what

to say and he s white but they re friends and it could be deadly unna this gutsy novel set in a small

coastal town in south australia is a rites of passage story about two boys confronting the depth of

racism that exists all around them

Nukkin Ya 2000

nukkin yais the sequel to deadly unna fifteen year old gary black blacky isn t sure what he wants or

where he is going the one thing he does know is that he wants to escape the small country town he s

grown up in



銀のロバ 2006-10

ひんやりした春の朝 海に近い森の中で ふたりの少女は盲目の兵士にであった そして ふたりにとって かけがえのない冒険がはじまっ

た ほんとうの勇気とは 思いやりとは 愛情とは 心に深くしみいる寓話の傑作 オーストラリア児童図書賞受賞

Michael 2014

stuff happens sometimes everyday stuff at school at home with sport with mates for ned it happened

with a new teacher for sean it happened starting at a new school for michael it happened when he

thought he was disappointing his parents for jack it happened when a lunchtime game went wrong

stuff happens



Deadly Unna? [Seaford SC English Kit]. 1998

one of the country s finest young cellists 16 year old hugh twycross has a very bright future a future

that has been mapped out by his parents his teachers by everybody it seems except hugh twycross

hugh has a secret though he loves cars and he loves car racing when his newly discovered

grandfather poppy asks him to go on a road trip to uluru in his 1970 holden ht monaro hugh decides

for once in his life to do the unexpected as they embark on a journey into the vast and fierce

landscape of the australian interior hugh discovers that poppy has a secret that will unravel both their

lives and take them in a direction they never expected visit betweenthelines com au the destination for

young adult books



Swerve 2009-08-31

promotional flyer for film based on the book deadly unna

Australian Rules 2002

max lily boaz and jesse are stuck in kids club at an island resort forced to watch endless pirates of the

caribbean re runs while their parents relax by the pool after eight days they decide to break out and let

the real fun begin

Escape From Kids' Club: Pocket Money Puffin 2010-09-22

a delight for parents to read aloud and for children to chant along this gorgeously illustrated picture

book will encourage young children to have fun and feel safe in the water ruby learns to swim is a



great book i read it to my kids at bedtime a well written story that reinforces a strong message about

learning to swim which i believe is a must for kids of all ages michael klim

The Crystallizing Teacher 2012-12-01

for detective dusty buchanon a female cop in the very male world of the northern territory police force

it always pays to expect the unexpected during the stifling pre monsoon season known as the build up

a body is found in a billabong near a vietnam veterans camp site to dusty it s the chance she s been

looking for a spectacular case to revive her flagging career but wherever dusty goes trouble tends to

follow and when she s taken off the case and busted back to uniform it looks like someone s just

gotten away with murder can a former detective with some unlikely help a good looking german

twitcher a reluctant rock n roll black tracker a pot bellied pig solve a case that becomes more complex

and more chilling the closer dusty gets to it phillip gwynne has written a page turning crime thriller that

is also a wonderfully detailed evocation of darwin a hustling exotic melting pot of cultures and he has



created an unforgettable character in detective dusty buchanon compelling tense yet darkly funny the

build up introduces a major new voice to crime writing

Ruby Learns to Swim 2009

the debt was the worst thing to have come into my life it had almost killed me about a dozen times in

a dozen different ways but here i was wanting willing it to contact me to give me the next instalment

after rome dom has quit running he s still training though swimming lap after lap of the pool and

waiting

The Build Up 2013

an hilarious very quirky novel novel full of charming australian characters and unique settings philip

gwynne brings hunter the witty cynical narrator and his crumbling bay side town to life in the tale of



sadness laughter funeral homes and fishing ages 11

Yamashita's Gold: The Debt Instalment Five 2004

this volume gathers together research by ten scholars engaging with multicultural discourse in australia

and germany the term polyculturalism rather than multiculturalism is employed deliberately to re open

a space in which the workings of discourse on culturally diverse societies both as archive or practice

and as intervention can be considered in greater depth the inter cultural perspective and wide range of

disciplinary affiliations exhibited by the essays in this volume contribute to this goal whereas the

majority of discourse analytical work addresses the diversity of speaking positions as well as the

arbitrariness of ascribed meanings within a historical framework delimited by national boundaries and

disciplinary boundaries the texts collected here transgress this perspective in working comparatively

between australia and germany



Deadly, Unna? 2000

growing up with the famous bali surf at his back door sixteen year old taj had an idyllic childhood until

ten years ago when his father was arrested for smuggling drugs he s been on death row in bali s

infamous kerobokan jail ever since leaving taj in an uneasy limbo when an execution date is set taj is

left with one course of action bust his dad out of jail and hightail it back to australia what follows is the

desperate dangerous ride of a father and son on the run as events unravel and time runs out taj

uncovers startling truths about his family his girlfriend and the stranger he is rapidly falling for

Jetty Rats 2007

rick bickworth has decided he is average not good not bad just average then makes a discovery he is

born to bake the problem is rick is now in competition with his mum how can he keep baking and keep

the peace



Targeting Text 2021-09-28

booklist top of the list reference source the heir and successor to eric partridge s brilliant magnum

opus the dictionary of slang and unconventional english this two volume new partridge dictionary of

slang and unconventional english is the definitive record of post wwii slang containing over 60 000

entries this new edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and unconventional english

of the english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new millennium with the

same thorough intense and lively scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting

and at times hilariously shocking key features include unprecedented coverage of world english with

equal prominence given to american and british english slang and entries included from australia new

zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on post world war ii slang and

unconventional english published sources given for each entry often including an early or significant

example of the term s use in print hundreds of thousands of citations from popular literature



newspapers magazines movies and songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for

each headword in the tradition of partridge commentary on the term s origins and meaning new to this

edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last five years over 1 000 new entries from the us uk

and australia new terms from the language of social networking many entries now revised to include

new dating new citations from written sources and new glosses the new partridge dictionary of slang

and unconventional english is a spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s

delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language

Polyculturalism and Discourse 2005

this is the insight english skills books for year 9



The Break 2015-06-26

the lord family live in the worst house on the best street it might have been different if suzi lord s rock

n roll parents strum and miss katy hadn t stumbled on their way to stardom but after one hit single in

finland it s been lentil slop thing for dinner ever since but life is about to get a lot more interesting at

92 melody street renting out their spare room on zedbedz seemed like a good idea but with the ghost

of a grumpy drummer a long lost grandfather as their first guest angry opposition from a residents

action group and a broken leg in the first practice match of the soccer season suzi ain t havin much of

a rockin good time then she dares to pick up a set of drum sticks and things really get wild with the

driving beat of a rock anthem the heart of a country ballad and the vibe of the latest hip hop hit this

hilarious mash up proves that you just can t stop the music



Born to Bake 2011

considering children s literature as a powerful repository for creating and proliferating cultural and

national identities this monograph is the first academic study of children s literature in translation from

the western balkans marija todorova looks at a broad range of children s literature from fiction to

creative non fiction and picture books across five different countries in the western balkans with each

chapter including detailed textual and visual analysis through the predominant lens of violence these

chapters raise questions around who initiates and effectuates the selection of children s literature from

the western balkans for translation into english and interrogate the role of different stakeholders such

as translators publishers and cultural institutions in the representation and construction of these

countries in translated children s literature both in text and visually given the combination of this study

s interdisciplinary nature and todorova s detailed analysis this book will prove to be an essential

resource for professional translators researchers and students in courses in translation studies children



s literature or area studies especially that of countries in the western balkans

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English

2019-09-03

draws on scholarship from leading figures in the field and spans australian literary history from colonial

origins indigenous and migrant literatures as well as representations of asia and the pacific and the

role of literary culture in modern australian society

Insight English Skills 9 2015

china has arguably the largest community of australian studies in the world however not much is

known about this phenomenon including its emergence rationale interests influences and the

implications for strategic australia china engagement in a region of increasing challenge and



uncertainty this volume unpacks how australia is taught learnt researched communicated and

promoted in the asian giant as well as its largest trade partner in doing so it penetrates the

representation and essence of this phenomenon to seek both the australianness and the chineseness

in it this volume collects contributions from a group of leading and emerging chinese and australian

scholars who are members and insiders of this community to jointly debate on this intellectual entity

and its significant influences and implications produced at a critical moment of commemorating half a

century of china australia diplomatic relations and four decades of formalised australian studies in

china this volume provides an up to date comprehensive and insightful examination of this australia

china engagement it will be of interest to scholars students policymakers and general readers in areas

of australian studies chinese studies asia pacific studies china australia relations and international

relations



The Lords of Melody 2021-11-29

book four of the high octane thriller series and this time the challenge is international dom has three

more herculean tasks to perform or lose a pound of flesh in this instalment he must find and bring

home an expert underwater archaeologist from the other side of the world

The Europa Directory of Literary Awards and Prizes 2009-09-17

whether it was jane campion s the piano mel gibson in mad max paul hogan in crocodile dundee or

the lord of the rings saga we have all experienced the cinema of australia and new zealand this book

is an introduction and guide to the film of australia and new zealand with entries on many exceptional

producers directors writers and actors as well as the films indicated above and many others this

reference also presents the early pioneers the film companies and government bodies and much more

in its hundreds of cross referenced dictionary entries through a chronology that shows how far these



cinemas have come in a short time and an introduction that presents them more broadly a clear

portrait of the two countries motion pictures emerge the bibliography is an excellent source for further

reading

The Translation of Violence in Children’s Literature 2024-04-29

filmmakers have honed their skills and many have achieved critical and popular success at home and

abroad as have actors and other crew american filmmakers and companies have found it cheaper to

make films in australia because wages and salaries are lower tax rebates have been attractive and the

expertise in most areas of filmmaking is comparable to that of anywhere in the world at the same time

australian audiences still enjoy watching australian films making some of them profitable even if this is

a small profit when considered in hollywood terms new zealand filmmakers cast and crew have shown

that they are equal to the world s best in making films with international themes while other films have

shown that the world is interested in new zealand narratives and settings increased support for maori



filmmakers and stories has had a significant impact on production levels and on the diversity of stories

that now reach the screen it has also helped create more viable career paths for those who continue

to be based in their home country this second edition of historical dictionary of australian and new

zealand cinema contains a chronology an introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary

section has over 700 cross referenced entries on leading films as well as many directors writers actors

and producers it also covers early pioneers film companies genres and government bodies

The Cambridge History of Australian Literature 2013-06-01

the twelve essays collected in pockets of change locate adaptation within a framework of two

overlapping if not simultaneous creative processes on the one hand adaptation is to be understood as

an acknowledged transposition of an existing source that is the process of adapting from on the other

hand adaption is also a process of purposeful shifting and evolving of creative practices in response to

external factors including but not limited to other creative works in other words the process of adapting



to this book explores adaptation then as an active practice of repetition and as a reactive process of

development or evolution the essays also extend beyond the production transformation and

interpretation of texts to interrogate the values and practices at work in cultural transition and

transformation during periods of social and historical change collectively the papers theorize adaptation

by taking on three tasks first to examine the conditions under which the two processes of adaptation

operate second to give an account of the space and moment in which the processes unfold the

pockets of the title and finally to examine what emerges from pockets of adaptation while adapting

from and adapting to are both processes that appear to preclude innovation in the way that they

acknowledge and depend on external sources pockets of change demonstrates that adaptation is

productive it not only references prior texts attitudes practices and media but it also invites us to re

visit the past and to re think the present in new ways potentially giving narrative space to muted or

occluded voices this book therefore brings together an innovative and varied range of approaches to

interpretations and uses of adaptation challenging the assumption that an adaptation is simply either a



re make or the act of turning one medium into another adaptation then names not only the means by

which texts are transformed but also the space in which that transformation takes place this anthology

highlights the processes of adaptation and transition rather than simply focusing on the relationship

between beginning and end products in identifying these pockets of change this anthology both claims

and opens up new spaces in this critical field and mode of textual analysis

How Australia is Studied in China 2009-07-21

there are ten chooks in the beautiful new chook house but chris s favourite happy harry isn t pulling

her weight can chris save harry when his dad wants to get rid of her aussie bites you ll be hungry for

more start collecting now



Fetch the Treasure Hunter: The Debt Instalment Four 2017-12-26

entry includes attestations of the head word s or phrase s usage usually in the form of a quotation

annotation 2006 book news inc portland or booknews com

The A to Z of Australian and New Zealand Cinema 2011-04-29

aimed at academic professional and general readers bush city cyberspace provides a snapshot of the

state of australian children s and adolescent literature in the early twenty first century and an insight

into its history in doing so it promotes a sense of where australian literature for young people may be

going and captures a literary and critical mood with which readers in australia and beyond will identify

the title of the work is intended to capture the fact that the field has changed dramatically in the

century and a half that australian children s literature has existed from the bush myths and heroism

that inform the past and the present through the recognition that the vast majority of authors and



readers live in cities to the third wave of cyberliterature that incorporates multimedia hypertext weblinks

and e books none of which lessens the enduring enthusiasm of practitioners and readers for books

bush city cyberspace is not meant to be an encyclopedic volume rather well known recent and or

award winning works have been emphasised with the addition of others where these help to illuminate

particular points the book is similar in coverage and approach to australian children s literature an

exploration of genre and theme written by the same three authors and published by the centre for

information studies in 1995 in the intervening period much has changed in the field notable examples

including the blurring of the dividing line between quality and popular literature the blending of genres

the rise of a truly indigenous literature the demise to a significant extent of outbackery in fiction the

acceptance of multiculturalism as the norm and the advent of the literature of cyberspace with new

methods and the sheer speed of communication between writer and reader all these trends and others

are reflected in this work



Historical Dictionary of Australian and New Zealand Cinema 2009

book three of a high octane thriller series dom has four more herculean tasks to perform or lose a

pound of flesh in this instalment he has to find a valuable and mysterious piece of technology

Pockets of Change 2006

first published in 2005 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

A Chook Called Harry 2005-06-01

when little owl falls from his nest and opens his eyes for the very first time he has one big question

whooooo whoooo whoooo am i little owl nibbles on a blossom with a hungry sugar glider hangs upside

down with the bats in the branches and struts on the ground like the cranky cockatoo but at the end of



the day little owl still isn t sure who he is until from out of the darkness comes a distant whoooo

whoooo whoooo this simple repetitive text by phillip gwynne accompanied by the sumptuous

illustrations of sandy okalyi will be a favourite for early readers

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English:

J-Z 2013-03-01

the cambridge history of the australian novel is an authoritative volume on the australian novel by

more than forty experts in the field of australian literary studies drawn from within australia and abroad

essays cover a wide range of types of novel writing and publishing from the earliest colonial period

through to the present day the international dimensions of publishing australian fiction are also

considered as are the changing contours of criticism of the novel in australia chapters examine colonial

fiction women s writing indigenous novels popular genre fiction historical fiction political novels and



challenging novels on identity and belonging from recent decades not least the major rise of

indigenous novel writing essays focus on specific periods of major change in australian history or

range broadly across themes and issues that have influenced fiction across many years and in many

parts of the country

Bush, City, Cyberspace 2006

this is the first reference guide to the political cultural and economic histories that form the subject

matter of postcolonial literatures written in english the focus of the companion is principally on the

histories of postcolonial literatures in the anglophone world africa the middle east south asia south east

asia australia and new zealand the pacific the caribbean and canada there are also long entries

discussing the literatures and histories of those further areas that have also claimed the title

postcolonial notably britain east asia ireland latin america and the united states the companion

contains 220 entries written by 150 acknowledged scholars of postcolonial history and literature covers



major events ideas movements and figures in postcolonial histories long regional survey essays on

historiography and women s histories each entry provides a summary of the historical event or topic

and bibliographies of postcolonial literary works and histories extensive cross references and indexes

enable readers to locate particular literary texts in their relevant historical contexts as well as to

discover related literary texts and histories in other regions with ease

Bring Back Cerberus: The Debt Instalment Three 2014

on the surface chopville appears not unlike any other small town in rural australia however its

underbelly is more than extraordinary amongst its modest community reside six people from two very

different families they make up the six most powerful people in the world today branded as sorcerers

they are the only six people in the world with true magical power yet these two families do not

cooperate together and although there is no open fighting in the year 2010 things weren t always that

peaceful john playman knows this as well as anyone at the age of 14 he is familiar with the concept of



magic having been raised in a family heavily involved in the magical war 30 years earlier even though

he has never met any of the sorcerers himself this year however all that is about to change john and a

group of his school friends will find themselves in an unprecedented situation and carrying a

responsibility almost too great to comprehend john and his cohorts struggle on two fronts with their

hormones raging and with the discovery of whom among them is to become the seventh sorcerer

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English:

A-I 2023-05-31

a comprehensive relevant and accessible look at all aspects of indigenous australian history and

culture what is the dreaming how many different indigenous tribes and languages once existed in

australia what is the purpose of a corroboree what effect do the events of the past have on indigenous

peoples today indigenous australia for dummies 2nd edition answers these questions and countless



others about the oldest race on earth it explores indigenous life in australia before 1770 the impact of

white settlement the ongoing struggle by aboriginal and torres strait islander peoples to secure their

human rights and equal treatment under the law and much more celebrating the contributions of

indigenous people to contemporary australian culture the book explores indigenous art music dance

literature film sport and spirituality it discusses the concept of modern indigenous identity and

examines the ongoing challenges facing indigenous communities today from health and housing to

employment and education land rights and self determination explores significant political moments

such as paul keating s redfern speech kevin rudd s apology and more profiles celebrated people and

organisations in a variety of fields from cathy freeman to albert namatjira to the bangarra dance theatre

and the national aboriginal radio service challenges common stereotypes about indigenous people and

discusses current debates such as land rights and inequalities in health and education now in its

second edition indigenous australia for dummies will enlighten readers of all backgrounds about the

history struggles and triumphs of the diverse proud and fascinating peoples that make up australia s



indigenous communities with a foreword by stan grant it s a must read account of australia s first

people

Little Owl 2019-08-07

The Cambridge History of the Australian Novel 2013-02

Historical Companion to Postcolonial Literatures in English

1998-02



The Seventh Sorcerer 2021-02-17

Australian National Bibliography

Indigenous Australia For Dummies
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